
Water Scheming 

This week I (Dave) have spent most of my working time with Oxfam , one day out to 
the neighbouring villages of Kovuang (Kobuan?) and Tuvuoro just on the Arawa side 
of Kieta and just around the bay from Pidia, where Mr Pip was filmed.  

We use handheld GPS units to establish alignments and as a pointer to relative 
heights.(at best indicative –often completely misleading because heights appear to 
be based on  barometric readings – one reading was 11m below sea level, and on 
another occasion I descended about two metres to read a rise of two metres.  Oxfam 
had three GPS units in the office, two suitable for the job and neither of which had 
the matching computer software that allows one to download onto the PC so I picked 
the Garmin because it was a bit more user friendly than the Magellan  alternative.  

Without the software I elected to download onto Google Earth for the area, and, after 
sorting out a 500m discrepancy as a result of using different datums, I got some 
surprisingly good correlations between where I recorded the locations and what was 
on Google Earth, which also allowed me to measure horizontal distances – much 
easier than converting differences in latitude and longitude to horizontal metres. 

 

One of my Oxfam colleagues took this plan and one for the other village to the locals 
to confirm which houses were in each hamlet and how many lived in each. I will be 
using this information to establishing pipe sizes, routes and the location of storage 
tanks and sediment traps, and estimate the cost of each scheme. 



Note the drawing calls the water 
source “Green Spring”. I named the 
other the “Red Spring” both based on 
the amazingly coloured rock masses 
from which the water emerged. I’m no 
geologist, but I reckon both are some 
kind of ores – of which I am not sure, 
but the first is likely to be something to 
do with copper. It has a strange 
crystalline texture with a definite green 
colour – I suppose it is not that far 
from the Panguna copper/gold mine. I 
don’t know what the second might be 
but I haven’t seen anything like either 
before. (Mind you I wonder what the 
villagers might think of a couple of 
gaping holes behind their villages with 
attendant noise, pollution and comings and 
goings.) 

Both seashore villages use the local beaches 
for toileting and away from the beach they 
use the bush or rivers – have been doing so 
for generations. Part of the WASH 
programme is to provide some facts and help 
the communities to discover linkages that 
lead to sicknesses, and then help them build 
VIP  (Ventilated Improved Pit) longdrop toilets  
with homemade movable concrete slab 
covers and vent pipes for each household, 
along with their new clean water supply , to 
eliminate most of these causes.  
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